The annual Asian Assembly was once again an absolute highlight for everyone who was lucky enough to be present. Bu Knowles and Bu Desi had prepared the students exceptionally well, and everyone performed with gusto. Thanks to everyone for your marvellous effort.

Room 7 students opened the morning with “Advance Australia Fair” played on the traditional Indonesian instrument, the angklung. They then followed up by showing us some traditional games and chants.
Room 12 performed an Indonesian television game show, called “Ranking Satu”.

Room 13 put on a fun game show, “Indonesia’s Got Talent”
Room 6 took their animals to the vet to be fixed.
Room 9 demonstrated a range of sports.

Room 10 finished the assembly with the customary Dragon Story.

Well done everyone. Special thanks to Ibu Knowles and Ibu Desi.